
DANCE

MAIDA

WHEN THE RELIEF SOCIETY PRESIDENCY of the Arlington Ward canceled their officers
meeting to attend an avant-garde concert, it was in the interest of sisterhood.
One of their own, Maida Rust Withers, was performing the American pre-
miere of Stall, a collaborative work of dance, sound sculpture (Phillip Edel-
stein) and music (John Driscoll) at the Pension Building, a stately government
relic (circa 1882) in Washington, D.C. This performance was part of the "9th
Street Crossing Multi-Media Festival," a prestigious collection of East Coast
companies and experimental artists, of which Maida Withers' Dance Con-
struction Company was the single Washington entry.

This lastest in a crescendo of successes was won on a shoestring budget,
hard work and clear-eyed dedication to an art form little understood in Mor-
mon circles but perfectly suited to the pioneer fortitude and energy of the
woman Pulitzer Prize-winning critic Alan Kriegsman called a "forty-four-
year-old human juggernaut in the force of wit, stamina, and intelligence."*
The crowd almost filled the cavernous rotunda of the slightly remodeled high-
ceilinged building. Though not all understood the language of modern dance,

*The Washington Post, Sunday, October 18, 1981, LI.
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they felt its vitality and shared its electricity. All paid tribute to this "tall and
rangy" woman with the "face of a wagonmistress, an incredible shock of
charcoal-ash hair with limbs as long as her body, choreographer, company
director, impresario, prophetess, teacher."*

Maida began her exploration of "the byways of dance" in the country
roads of Salem, Utah, where she was the youngest of eight in a strong Mormon
family. She was introduced to dance as an art through her teacher at Brigham
Young University, Gerri Glover, who encouraged her to choreograph and to
participate in summer workshops with professional dance artists in various
locations throughout the United States. At these workshops she studied with
modern dance greats Hanya Holm, Merce Cunningham, Anna Halprin, Mar-
tha Graham, Louis Horst and Alwin Nikolais.

After BYU, she taught at Ricks College for one year, where she met her
husband Lawrence Arlen Withers, and then returned to the University of
Utah for an M.A. in dance. After three years of teaching, dancing and acting
at Purdue University, she accepted a post at Howard University in Washing-
ton, D.C. "I can't believe this actually happened, but I arrived at Howard
without knowing it was a black school." She compensated, however, by
joining in the marches down Pennsylvania Avenue with Martin Luther King
and fully participating in other civil rights demonstrations of the sixties. In
1965, after the birth of her first child, Kristin, she joined the faculty of George
Washington University where she is now Associate Professor of Dance.

A former student at GW and a founding member of the Dance Construction
Company, Brook Andrews, described Maida's unusual accomplishments in
a speech at the Renwick Gallery on April 5, 1981, where she was honored by
the Metropolitan Dance Association:

Maida has a direct link to her feelings. With this rich, immediate source of
material—and with boundless fortitude—she has produced an overwhelming
amount of powerful, creative work ranging from pure choreography to pure
improvisation. Performers develop myriad ways of solving problems during
rehearsals until a final form evolves that answers the needs of the dance.
Remembering movement is never difficult since performers share in the cre-
ation and evolution of the work.

This Withers methodology was used to create the full-length piece entitled
"White Mansions," which began in improvisations based on the characters
and history of the South, and was first performed as part of the inaugural
exhibit at the Washington Project for the Arts in 1975, and finally became an
environmental work performed at dusk in the Holy Rood Cemetery in George-
town. A vibraphone chimed mysteriously in the wind while ashen figures in
white conducted rituals and meandered through tombstones. The setting,
sunset, movement, costumes and sounds all worked in beautiful and eerie
harmony. The power of all elements meshing together to create a sum far
greater than its parts has become a familiar, yet constantly surprising phenom-
enon in Maida's work.

Not content to repeat works, she is always starting on the next composition.
She cannot keep herself from altering or reformulating. One work of hers that
has been repeated, reconstructed and restaged several times is her duet, 'Laser.'
It was based, as its title implies, on the qualities of lasers—narrow, reflected

*lbid.
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light beams slicing through space. The choreography consists of dancers in
linear configurations of support and release combined with quick, traveling
patterns set excitingly in an environment of laser beams built by sculptor
Rockne Krebs.

Or maybe you remember "Put on the Music—Let's Dance," a full evening's
work based on music of the thirties and forties; or three crazy dancers in white
crawling through the Iwo Jima monument in Arlington while video cameras
recorded it all; or "Yesterday's Garlands and Yesterday's Kisses," wherein
zany figures cavort and convulse in dramatic gestures while a woman sings
nonsense syllables while suspended in a chair fifteen feet above the stage.

As impressive as her choreography is her work with the National Endow-
ment for the Arts as a movement specialist for the "Artist in the Schools"
program. Her enthusiasm and joy make dance come alive for hundreds of
children and educators throughout the country.

As an educator spreading her love for and commitment to dance; as an
incisive choreographer; as an astonishing performer; as an inventive collabo-
rator with artists from many disciplines—sculptors, musicians, poets, singers,
painters—in creating a climate for interchange and learning, Maida has pro-
vided Washingtonians countless opportunities to partake of high-caliber
dance. Her contribution to the artistic community of this city is unrivaled.

And that's not all. She's also a loving and caring wife, and mother of four
terrific children; devoted friend; amusing playmate; staunch ERA activist; and
inspiring companion. What an exciting woman!

Attempting to transfer a dance to paper is almost as suspect as paraphras-
ing a poem, but through the superb photography of Dennis Deloria* and
Maida's own eloquent words, we can suggest both the kinetic excitement of
dance as well as its considerable intellectual power. We have chosen "Woman
See," a work of historical and anthropological content more accessible to
general audiences than some of her abstract works. A dance event in eight
parts with music, narrative and mixed media (film and slides), it becomes an
inside view of the sensual, tender and deep feelings of the woman artist. The
flute and cello music played live during the performances bridges the dance
and the slide-films. A tribute to women, it received enthusiastic acclaim
when it was danced by Maida and these five members of her company: Dale
J. Crittenberger, a graduate of GW who has studied in New York with Alvin
Ailey, Natalie Richmond and the New York School of Ballet; Kim Curtis,
formerly with the Washington Ballet and the Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre, cur-
rently with the Arlington Youth Ballet; Jeffrey Strum, recipient of the first
degree in Performing Arts from the American University, and a veteran who
has danced with several companies during a ten-year stint in New York;
Heather Tuck, graduate of Sarah Lawrence, who has taught, choreographed
and danced at the University of Iowa for five years; and Frances Babb from
Ballet West in Salt Lake City, Utah.

*Though DENNIS J. DELORIA is a psychologst and writer at the Department of Health and Human
Services, his first love is dance and theatre photography. His work has appeared on posters and flyers,
in newspapers and exhibits in Michigan, Washington, New York and Baltimore.
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